
Three Vaccine Studies Show Link Between
Aluminum and Autism
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Brains from children with autism have extraordinarily high levels of aluminum, and is
linked to aluminum in vaccines. Now we learn that a study from the University of British
Columbia found that vaccine adjuvant additives, like aluminum, activate immune genes in
mice that are analogous to biomarkers of autism. Yet another study from France found
that small doses of aluminum injected over time are likely to end up in the brain.
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Crime statistics show that 45% of people sent to prison for crime were foreign born, 82%
of people sent to prison for gang-rape were foreign born, and 70% of those sentenced to
a 9-year prison sentence were foreign born. The direct costs of immigrants’ crime is
more than $2.4 billion US dollars per year. [Authorities seem much more concerned about
the release of the statistics than they are about the statistics themselves. That is
because they care more about the goal of building a global system without national
boundaries – which means without nations – than they care about those who elect them to
office and pay their salaries.]

FBI Agent Who Investigated Hillary, Flynn
and Trump Has Been Removed from Office,
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FBI agent Peter Strzok changed the description of Hillary’s private email server from
‘grossly negligent’ to ‘extremely careless’. He interviewed General Michael Flynn in the
White House in January 2017 that led to the charge that Flynn lied to the FBI. Strzok
also conducted the interviews with Hillary Clinton’s aides, Huma Abedin and Cheryl
Mills, when they were not charged after lying about Hillary’s private email server.
The Clintons clearly had a friend in the FBI.


